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Abstract

human-machine communication. It has been report
ed that speech intelligibility in noisy environments is
improved by adding information of face to acoustic
signals degraded by noise[8J. Moreover， it could be a
useful tool for hearing impaired people to compensate
lack of auditory information.
There are two approaches for the lip movemen
t synthesis， synthesis from text and synthesis from
speech. This paper focuses on the synthesis from
speech. The lip movement synthesis requires many in
formation including phoneme， coarticulation， and du
ration. J ust like text-to-speech synthesis， it is gener
ally di伍cult to control all of these parameters only by
text information. On the other hand， speech includes
the information of phoneme， coarticulation， duration.
Thus the lip movement synthesis from speech seems
to be more promising than synthesis from text.
As a mapping algorithm from speech to lip move
ments， VQ based method and Neural-Network based
method have been reported in [6][7][5][3J. These
methods are based on frame-by-frame mapping from
speech parameters to image parameters. The frame
by-frame mapping has problems such that 1) the
frame-by-frame mapping is fundamentally many-to
many mapping， and 2) It is very difficult to take ac
count of phoneme context in the frame-by-frame map
ping from a viewpoint of training
This paper proposes a new method based on HM
M(Hidden Markov Model) that takes account of intra
phoneme HMM contexts into mapping. The many
to-many mapping problem can be also reduced by
the proposed method. The experiment of lip move
ment synthesis for Japanese words ensures that the
proposed method is more accurate and natural than
the conventional method. Moreover， the proposed
method is extended to the c出e of inter phoneme HM
M contexts. The effectÎveness of the extended HMM
based method is clarifìed in the experiments.

Speech intelligibility caπ be improved by adding lip im
age aηd facial image to speech signal.

Thus the lip

image synthesis plays a important role to realize a
natural human-like face of computer ageπts.

More

over the synthesized lip movement images can com
pensαte lack of αuditory informatioπ for hearing im
paired people.

We propose a novel lip movement syn

thesis method based on mapping from input speech
based on Hidden M日rkωModel (HMM). This paper
compares the HMM-based method and a conveηtional
method ωt吋vector qωntizatωπ (VQ).Iη the e叩er
iment， error aπd time differential error between syn
thesized lip movement images and original 0ηes are
used for evaluatioη.

The result shows that the error

of the HMM based method is

8.7% smaller thaπ that

of the VQ-based method. Moreover， the HMM-based
method reduces time differential error by

32% than

the VQ 's. The result also shows that the errors are
mostly caused by phoneme /h/ and /Q/

Since lip

shapes of those phonemes are strongly dependent 0η
succeeding phoneme， the context dependeηt synthesis
on the HMM-based method is applied to reduce the
error.

The improved HMM-based method realizes rト

duction of the error(differential error) by

10.5 % (11克j

compared with the original HMM-based method.

1

Introduction

In human machine communication， it is quite
important to realize natural and friendly interface.
Speech recognition or computer lipreading has been
developed 出 input means of communication. It is
also important to provide natural and friendly inter
face as output means. While speech synthesis has
been studied by many researchers， synthesis of lip
movements has not been interested. However， the lip
movement synthesis can take the signifìcant role in
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Figure 1: Viterbi alignments
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Figure 2: Schematic Diagram of Lip Parameter Train
ing by the HMM-based method

HMM-based Lip Movement
Synthesis

2.1

Synthesis Algorithm

The proposed HMM-based method is based on
mapping from speech to lip movement images through
HMM states along Viterbi alignment. The Viterbi
alignment associates optimal HMM state to the input
speech frame by maximizing likelihood. Fig.1 shows
the Viterbi alignment between input frames and HM
M states. The basic idea of the proposed HMM-based
method is mapping from HMM states to lip image pa
rameters. Once speech HMMs are trained， the input
speech can be transcribed into HMM state sequence
by Viterbi alignment. The lip movement images are
obtained by concatenating the image parameters as
sociated with HMM state sequence. The works apply
ing Viterbi alignment to lip movement synthesis are
also reported by [2][1]. The paper[2] does山include
estimation of lip paramete比The paper[l] introduces
a similar idea independently， however， it doesn't con
sider inter phoneme HMM context dependency. Fig.2
and Fig.3 show a block diagrams of the HMM-based
method. The training and synthesis algorithms are as
follows.

Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of Lip Movement Syn
thesis by the HMM-based method
Synthesis Algorithm

1. Align input speech into the HMM state sequence
by the Viterbi decoding.
2. Retrieve the image parameter associated with the
HMM state along Viterbi alignment.
3. Concatenate the retrieved image parameters as a
lip movement sequence.

3
3.1

Experiment Condition

Speech and image data are synchronously record
ed in 125Hz using OPTOTRAK 3020 shown in
Fig.3.1. A lip image is parameterized to 12 three di
mensional positions on the face including eight posi
tions around the lip outer contour. These parameters
are t問
Wl凶dth(Y) of the lip outer contollr and protrllsion(Z)
shown in Fig.5 [4]. The speech data is parameterized
to 16-order mel-cepstral coefficients， their delta coeffi
cients and delta log power. Tied-mixture Gaussian H
MMs for 54 phonemes， pre-utterance pause and post-

Thaining Algorithm

1. Prepare and parameterize audio and visual syn
chronous database
2. Train HMMs using the training speech database.
3. Align speech database into HMM state sequence
according to the Viterbi alignment.
4. Take an average of image parameters of the
frames associated with the same HMM state.
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Experiments

t is imposed by the fact that the consonants of
J apanese do not appear in the isolated phonemes
separated to the vowels. The accuracy of HMM
s is obtained by 100 x (Total# - Deletion# S凶stitution# - Insertion# )jTotαl#， where Total#
means the number of the total phoneme labels， and
Deletioπ#， Substitution#， and Insertion# indicates
the deletion number， the s.ubstitution number， and
the insertion number of the decoded phoneme labels，
respectively. The accuracy of HMMs indicates implies
the accuracy of the Viterbi alignments by the HMMs目
3.2
Figure 4: Marker locations (lip outer contour=8
points， cheek=3 points， jaw=l point) @ATR

VQ based乱1ethod

Experiments using the VQ based mapping method
are also carried out for comparison. The VQ method
maps VQ code of an input speech to lip image param
eters frame-by-frame. The following is the VQ based
mapping method.
τ'raining Algorithm

1. Generate VQ codebooks of 256 codewords both
for speech and lip image parameters by the LBG
algorithm.
2. Count correspondence histogram Wk ， l ， . . . ，ωk，256
between speech code C�P and lip image codes
CìTn ， .， Cì5'6.
3. Assign the expected image parameters to the in
put speech VQ code. The expected image param
eters are given by the following three methods.
(1) CZPーcF=cf
map

Figure 5: Sensing markers' 3D positions， and con
struction lip parameters
utterance pause are trained with 256， 256 and 128 dis
tributions. The pause models are separately prepared
for the word beginning and the ending. The audio
and speech synchronous database are composed of 326
phonetically balanced Japanese word training data
and another 100 word testing data. The synthesized
lip parameters are evaluated by Euclidian square er
ror distance E and the time differential errorムE be
tween the synthesized parameters x i = {xs， ys， Z'}
and the original ones， x i = {xo， yo， ZO}
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where ムXi = Xi(t + 1) - Xi (t) . The same weight.
s are assigned to each dimension of image param
eters in this experiment. The time differential er
ror t::.E is adopted for evaluation of smoothness.
The phoneme recognition accuracy of speech HMM
s for testing data in this experiment is 74.3% un
der the simple grammar of the consonant-vowel con
straint of Japanese目 The consonant-vowel constrain-

(1) is the c出e that Iip image parameters with the
highest count is assigned to the input speech VQ code
(5) is the c出e that the weighted combination of Iip
parameters of the top 5 count is assigned to the input
speech VQ code. The last one is the expectation for
over all lip image parameters. The synthesis algorith
m is thus described as follows
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Table 1: Distance Evaluation by HMM-based method
and VQ based method
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Figure 7: Synthetic lip parameters by the HMM
based method with correct phoneme sequence
/neQchuu/

Quantize an input speech frame by the speech
VQ codebook into C?
2. Retrieve the image parameter， Cì.，'7' assoc凶ed
with the input speech VQ code C�P
3. Synthesize an output lip image by the lip image
parameter Cì.，'7'
1.

crr、
12
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8
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Results

4

Table 1 shows the results of our HMM-based
speech-to-lip movement synthesis. The HMM-based
method indicates two cases such that correct decoded
transcriptions are given and decoded transcriptions
are given by phoneme recognition. 1n the latter case，
incorrect transcriptions are included. 1n comparison
to the VQ method， HMM-based methods give smaller
distance than that of VQ-based method. The reduc
tion percentages of E and ムE of the HMM-based
method(phoneme recognition case) to VQ(256) are
8.7% and 32% respectively for testing data. This re
sult means the the HMM-based method can provide
much smoother synthesized images than those of the
VQ method.
Fig.6， Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the ac
tual difference of image parameters for a testing data

2

Figure 8:
Synthetic lip parameters by the
HMM-based method with error phoneme sequence
/meQchuuu+/
/neQchuuj. 1n these figures， the solid lines indicate
the synthesized image parameters and the dotted ones
indicate the original ones. In figures， the vertical lines
designate the start and the end time points of the ut
terance. The VQ-based method exposes many out
break errors. The hatched regions in Fig.8 indicate
incorrect transcription caused by phoneme recogni
tlOn.
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Method

with Context Dependency
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The notable errors are found at /h/，/Q/ and
the silence of word beginning， because the lip con
figurations of those phonemes depend on succeeding
phoneme， especially on succeeding viseme. Howev
er， it is not easy to train the context dependent H
MMs and the mapping from every state to lip image
parameters. Then the HMM-based method consider-

60

Figure 6: Synthetic Iip parameters by the VQ-based
method
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Table 2: Viseme Clustering Results
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ing a succeeding phoneme， the Succeeding Viseme de
pendent HMM-based method(SV-HMM)， is also pro
posed. The SV-HMM-七ba出se吋d method is characterized
a叫t taking an av刊er日ag伊e 0ぱf ima碍ge parameters pe釘r HM
M， per state and per viseme of succeeding phoneme.
Lip image synthesis can be carried out by looking a
head the succeeding phoneme information along the
Viterbi alignment. Visemes in this paper are defined
as 3 classes by merging image parameters of the first
state of 54 phoneme HMMs by bottom-up clustering
because of insufficient training data. The training al
gorithm of the SV-HMM-based method is the same
出 that of the HMM-based method except training
data is taken average depending on not only HMM s
tate but succeeding viseme. In the synthesis algorith
m of the SV-HMM-based method the output image
parameters are specified by the HMM state and the
succeeding viseme looking ahead along Viterbi align
ment as well as the training step. Table 2 shows the
phoneme members belong to each viseme class. The
viseme class 1 is considered as the lip closing shape.
Likewise the viseme class 3 seems to be the lip open
ing shape. The viseme class 2 may take the middle
position between the viseme class 1 and the viseme
class 3.
6
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Figure 9: Synthetic lip parameters by the HMM
based method /saki+hodo/
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The error distance of the SV-HMM-based method
is shown in Table 3. The reduction of the SV-HMM
based method shows 10.5% in E and 11% inムE com・
pared to the HMM-based method for testing data in
cluding phoneme recognition errors. The example of

Table 3: Error distances by the HMM-based method
and the SV-HMM-based method
HMM(correct)
HMM(recog)
SV司HMM(correct)
SV-HMM(recog)

cm
open
1.04
1.05
0.90
0.94

ムE

closed
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.19
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image parameters for traini時data /saki+hodo/ is il
lustrated in Fig.9(HMM) and Fig.10(SV-HMM). The
shading sections correspond the phoneme /hj. The
SV-HMM-based method represents the remarkable re
duction of errors for speech periods compared with the
HMM-based method. The lip images in Fig.ll show
the lip image of /h/ by the each method. The syn
thesized image by the SV-HMM-based method seem
s to be close to the original one compared to that
of the HMM-based method. Fig.12 represents the
errors of each phoneme with large error， where the
white box means the HMM-based method andもhe
black box means the context dependent SV-HMM
based method. Those figures indicates that the con
text dependent synthesis is very effective for speech
to lip movement synthesis. Although the HMM-based
method can consider inter phoneme HMM contexts in
the SV-HMM-based method easily， the conventional
VQ-basJ!d method is difficult to deal with context in
formation from training point of view.

HMM-based Method

E

40

Figure 10: Synthetic lip parameters by the SV-HMM
based method /saki+hodo/

Experiment Results of SV
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Figure 11: Comparison between the synthetic lip im
ages of phoneme /h/
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Figure 12: Error distances for large error phoneme
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Summary and Conclusions

This paper proposes the speech-to-lip image syn
thesis method using HMMs. The succeeding viseme
dependent HMM-based method is also proposed to
improve large errors of /h/ or /Q/ phonemes. Evalu
ation experiments clarify the effectiveness of the pro
posed methods compared with the conventional VQ
method.
As for the context dependent HMM-based
method， it is natural to extend from monophone to
biphone or triphone for HMMs. But it is impossible to
construct biphones or triphones from very few train

ing data. So we have limited the context dependent
HMM-based method so as to utilize the succeeding
context only with three viseme patterns.
In synthesis， the HMM-based method holds the
intrinsic difficulty that the synthesis precision depend
s upon accuracy of the Viterbi alignment. Since the
Viterbi alignment assigns the single HMM state for
each input frame， it may synthesize a wrong lip image
for the output because of incorrect Viterbi alignment.
This problem would be solved by extending the Viter
bi algorithm to the Forward-Backward algorithm that
can consider HMM state alignment probabilistically
in synthesis.
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